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Abstract
In the shoe manufacturing sector, products are typically designed for a small number of sample sizes,
whereas all other shoe sizes in the range (for example, 2 to 4 shoe sizes below and above) are
scaled using grading methods. However, the grading process significantly affects the fit and thus
consumer acceptance. In this context, the shoe last forms the basis for all additional components to
be used, such as insoles, midsoles, outsoles and heels. The entire shaft construction is based on the
last as well. It also determines the fit of shoes. However, a method once established in the 1930s and
still used today for the grading of shoe lasts is limited to only two dimensions, i.e. last length and
technical ball circumference. The entire last is enlarged or reduced on the basis of these dimensions.
The 3D CAD systems available today still employ the principle of mechanical last copying based on
machines from the 1930s. Thus, the technical potential of these CAD systems is far from exhausted.
An innovative grading process allows shoe companies to better utilize and significantly expand the
performance potential and technical capabilities of their 3D CAD systems. As the required amount of
manual work in preparation for grading and last generation is considerably decreased, development
times are shortened.
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1 Introduction
In the shoe industry, the construction of the shaft as well as all other components considerably
depends on the last. When a new shoe product is manufactured, typically, only a small number of
sample sizes is designed, whereas all other sizes in the range are scaled using grading methods. A
method once established in the 1930s and still used today for the grading of shoe lasts is limited to
only two dimensions, i.e. last length and technical ball circumference [1, 2]. In order to generate
length grading in the longitudinal direction, all last lengths are graded according to the shoe length
increments within the corresponding sizing system. In contrast, for width grading, all width and
circumference measurements of lasts are graded in accordance with the increments of width charts.
In this context, “increment” refers to the difference between sample size and graded size, whereby
length grading increments depend on the specific shoe size system. For example, the French stitch
system involves a stitch length of 6.67 mm, i.e. 1 stitch, from size to size, whereas the English system
is based on 8.466 mm per stitch [3]. Last width and circumference measurements are graded based
on the technical ball circumferences. Also, shoe size and width are assigned to technical ball
circumferences in width charts. However, there are no generally recognized rules or standards in
place so that many last manufacturers provide their customers with various width charts to choose
from [3, 4]. Hence, the last as a whole is enlarged or reduced based on these measurements.
However, a potential anatomical relationship between graded sizes and technical ball circumference
has not been addressed so far. The sizes of heel as well as toe areas are graded according to the ball
circumference. Since the gradation of these two sizes differs, distortions in shape and proportion
occur. The required adjustments are time-consuming and typically based on experience rather than
profound data or calculations. Investigations on the foot geometry of adults revealed that there is no
proportional relationship between different foot areas and shoe size or foot length [5, 6]. The grading
technique used for lasts has never been adjusted to new technological developments or resulting new
opportunities. In future, it is aimed at developing lasts based on foot-type-specific measurement
charts. State-of-the-art 3D CAD solutions that are already successfully used in other industry sectors,
offer a great potential in this regard.
Introducing 2D and 3D CAD systems to shoe and last manufacturers could not resolve the previously
known insufficiencies of the standard grading technique. This was, for example, the case with
"EasyLast" [7, 8]. This system enables the generation, modification, and grading of lasts based on
digital last data; moreover, lasts can be manufactured using CNC machines. However, only two
parameters can be included in the procedure: length and circumference. The inclusion of additional
foot or last measurements is currently infeasible in spite of extensive research efforts [9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14].
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Compared to the clothing industry, a sector that appears to be rather similar, there is an enormous
difference in applied grading techniques and the state of the art. For example, there are detailed body
measurement charts available in the clothing sector. Hence, the corresponding grading process is
based on current body measurements and is consistently improved by means of extensive research
efforts.

2 General approach
Our research project is aimed at the development and evaluation of innovative 3D grading methods
suitable for lasts. In contrast to standard grading methods, this innovative process involves real
measured foot dimensions. For each desired size and different foot types, a grading algorithm is
provided, which contains all relevant information for last construction. In a next step, automated
construction or 3D grading is performed based on measured data, corresponding waveforms of
measurement paths, and determined spatial distances between foot and last. These grading
procedures are highly efficient and significantly improve product fit according to latest research results
provided by the clothing industry [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27].

3 Development and scaling of middle foot models
Several hundred foot data sets were extracted from a database (optical scan systems were used for
recording) to develop standard foots from sizes 36 to 42 in three foot width types. In total, 210 data
sets were processed, and “middle” foot models were generated by means of an ICP algorithm based
on the data obtained from measurements in addition to selected sizes and foot types. Data sets were
carefully chosen in terms of the quality of polygonal surfaces as not to invalidate the resulting middle
foot models. The created polygonal models were modified according to requirements for virtual feet.
To enable scaling, a corresponding scaling factor was calculated for each measurement path (Fig. 1,
2).

Fig.1: The generation process of middle foot models for sizes 36-42 and types I, II, III

Fig. 2: Scaling of foot length and foot width according to the table

The resulting polygonal models in defined sizes and foot types provide the foundation for the further
development of parametric foot models and the evaluation of computer-based foot grading.
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4 Development of a grading method for middle foot models
Based on these standard foots, a morphological grading method was derived. In order to achieve
parametric foot models, the polygonal models of standard sizes are converted into spline models
using reverse engineering, thus enabling further processing by a 3D CAD system. Characteristic foot
curves [5] are positioned on the geometry data by means of the coordinates of measuring points, and
the scaling directions, center points as well as additional scaling curves are established. The shape of
the entire foot is determined by the crossing points of characteristic foot curves. The coordinates of
the crossing points were measured and stored in Excel sheets for previously defined sizes and foot
types. All individual points are connected via spline curves, thus generating the spline surface (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Parametric middle 3D foot

The grading of 3D foot models is performed by parameterization. All sizes and foot types can be
derived by exchanging parameters that are saved in Excel sheets (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Parametric models in sizes 36 to 42 and types I, II, III

The automatically generated spline surfaces of feet can be evaluated in terms of shape accuracy
based on polygon models of middle feet. The false-color display presented Figure 5 highlights the
differences between medium-height polygon models and computed spline surfaces. The shape
congruence of such complex geometries is considered to be very positive.
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Fig. 5: Investigation on shape accuracy based on polygon model and spline surfaces

5 Grading of virtual 3D lasts
Virtual 3D lasts are created based on parametric foot models, whereby 3D grading is automatically
transferred to the lasts. In principle, all generated lasts include a variable heel height.
Since scanning with defined heel height poses a challenging task (shading during the scanning
process), simulations are to reveal the changes in feet due to heel height. Thus, a geometry of the
model foot (Fig. 6) is generated with a heel height of 10 mm. In addition to changes in height,
changes in width must also be addressed in this context. Therefore, the foot is subdivided into a
combination of several parts in order to simplify its structure. Anatomical factors (joints, freedom of
movements) are considered as well. In accordance with measurement data provided by the Test and
Research Institute Pirmasens, the shape of the foot can be adjusted by modifying height, scaling, and
shifting.

Fig. 6: Splitting of foot and integration of heel heights

An additional process step consists in the integration of heel heights into the parameterization of foot
models and the determination of foot-last differences between dimensions relevant to the construction
process and 3D point coordinates. Digital lasts are then converted into spline surfaces, positioned in
the coordinate system, and measured by means of established design-relevant relationships. Due to
the strongly bent shape of the last, it was thoroughly investigated which amount of boundary curves
and patches are required to ensure the precise resemblance of last geometry (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7: Virtual 3D shoe last with 10 mm heel height based on parametric 3D foot model
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These determined distances und directions are an integral part of the construction design; thus, lasts
are automatically modified according to the foot size or shape data stored in Excel sheets once foot
dimensions or another size are selected. Satisfactory grading results for lasts are currently achieved
by distance parameters that change depending on different sizes. Presently, this method also
involves an enormous amount of time and effort.

Fig. 8: Grading of 3D shoe last with distance parameters changing according to size

In terms of fit, it was shown that identical distance parameters for all sizes do not yield favorable last
shapes. Since feet anthropometry/shapes vary according to different sizes, the use of identical
distance parameters is an unsuitable approach. Hence, in order to improve this issue, the geometry of
middle feet must be further enhanced to establish a good compromise between customization and
industrial manufacturing processes.

6 Conclusion
Previously, the construction and grading of shoe lasts had been performed based on empirical
experience and outdated grading techniques due to a lack of knowledge on foot/last correlation. This
deficit can be resolved by direct construction/grading based on a virtual middle foot, thus rationalizing
product development. However, this innovative grading technique requires fundamental changes to
the grading methods currently used in the shoe manufacturing sector.
Research is the foundation for the development of an effective new technology for the construction
and 3D grading of shoe lasts. Based on results generated within the presented research project, lasts
can be modified according to varying types of foot width. In conclusion, customer satisfaction and
purchase frequency are increased, leading to a growing market success within this sector. Since
product development is a particularly cost-intensive process, the targeted use of state-of-the-art
technology aims at reducing required working times.
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